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no longer accept any statement, no longer n:ceive any ! 
reading, however strongly supported by authority or I 
backed by ancient tradition, unless it be corroborated b)' 
the potent instrument of comparison. The modern scien· 
tific method is the bar before which our classical studies 
must all be brought. 

The truth of this may be seen at once by comparing 
the contents of our modern philological periodicals with 
those that were published at the beginning of the present 
century. The material still remains the same, but the 
spirit, the method, and the aims have all been changed. 
In this, as in the science of language itself, Germany has 
led the way; but the example of Germany has now found 
able imitators both in this country and in America. The 
English joumal of Philo!o/{y has been too long in exist
ence for its metits to need more than a passing recognition, 
and the Amcrica1t journal, the first number of which has 
just appeared under the editorship of Prof. Gildersleeve, 
promises to be a worthy rival of its English forerunner. 
At present, indeed, most of its articles have a touch of 
"rawness" inseparable from a new venture, but a large 
part of it is occupied in a most useful way by an analysis 
of the articles that have been published in kindred foreign 
seriais. This is a feature that might be imitated with 
advantage by the English journal. Both publications 
admit Oriental and general as well as purely classical 
subjects, and an article in the last number of the English 
Joumalby Prof. Robertson Smith on "Animal Worship 
and Animal Tribes among the Arabs and in the Old 
Testament," is marked by his usual learning and acute
ness. He shows in it that l\Ir. Maclennan's theory of a 
primitive totemism in connection with polyandry is fully 
confirmed. by the early beliefs and practices of the 
Semites. A new light is thus cast upon the beginnings 
of Semitic religion, and obscure allusions in the Old 
Testament are cleared up. A. H. SA YCE 

OUR BOOK SllELF 
Fern Etdtin;::r: lllustratin,l{ nil 1/ze Spcd<'S 1?( Ferns 

to the 1\'orllt-Eastent United Strifes and 
Canada. Second Edition. By John Williamson, 
(Louisville, Ky., 1879.) 

A book, consbting of etchings, with accom
panying letter-press descriptions, ot sixty-eight species or 
varieties of ferns, natives of the northern part of the 
American continent. The drawings are well executed 
and characteristic, giving a faithful idea of the general 
habit of the fern, though without any enlarged details; 
and the accuracy of the descriptions b insured by borrow
ing them from Gray':; ".l\lanual" or Eaton's " Ferns of 
North America.'' Of the species depicted, including all 
that arc natives of the Northern United States and 
Canada, twenty-two, or about one-third, are also natives 
of the British Isles. The south(;rn limit for the volume 
appears to be \"ir;,;inia and Kentucky. The volume is an 
clc:!ant ornament to the drawing-room table. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
[ Tli! E,fitor a'ots uut hold hilii.<<lf rcsponsibltfor ofild,,us r•xfr<sscd 

by his <'<.'ITC.<jmult1lf>', J\.eithtr can he tv •·durn, or 
to con·<.·.pcnd with tlte writti'S of, rejected JJWII/IS<.:ripts. JITv 
?h'ti..:e is takm rif anonymous COIIIII/UIIicatums. 

[ Thf Editor m;:;tnt!y nyucsts corr.•siowlm!s to k,'<'j, /;zdr ldt<rs as 
sli<?rl as fJssiblc. Th.: pressure on his spac.: is Su grmt that it 
is impJssz'b!,· otherwise to ensw·t the apfearmu,· <"i.'CU of.com
tnttnicati'ons rmztaird1lJ;" int,-r,•sting and u,...,;/cl facts.J 

A Fourth State of Matter 
I:-. the wry intcrco;tin!{ communication from l\11·, Cro•Jl:es on 

"A Fourth State of 1\l:tttcr," which is contained in K,\TURE, 

vol. xxii. p. I 53, there is n paragraph at the end which adva.nces, 
as it seems to me, some most disputable propositions. 

Like many other questions of modern science, the question he 
raises is to a very large extent a question of c!efinilion. Dul 
questions of definition are <Jnestions of the very highe>t impor
tance in philosophy, and they need to be watched accordingly. 

Speculating on the ultimate conceptions of Matter which are 
affcclc<l by the discovery of it in "a fourth condition," Mr. 
Crookes says : "From tlus point of view, then, Matter is hut 11. 

'mode of motion.'" 
ll has never appeared to me that this well·known phrase is 

a very happy one, even as applied to Heat. It is possil>le, of 
course, to consider Heat from thi.< point of view. But then it 
is equally possible to consider all other phenomena whatever 
from the same point of view. Not only Heat, but Light, Sound, 
Electricity, Galvanism, and Sensation itself in all its forms, may 
l>e regarded as "modes of motion.'' 

Dut at least in the application of this phrase to Heat there is 11.11 
intelligible meaning, nnd not a mere confusion of thought. But ns 
applied to Matter-as a definition of our ultimate cooception of 
Matter-it appears to me to confound distinctions which are 
prlmary and essential. "Motion" is an idea which presupposes 
Matter and Space. Motion has no meaning whatever except the 
movement of Matter in Space. To define Mnttcr,·lhcFefore, as a 
"mode of motion,"is to define it as Matter in a state of motion. 
Dut this definition necessarily implies that Matter can·also be con· 
ceive<-r as without motion, and accordingly Mr. Crookes isQbliged 
to confuss that "nt the absolute zero of temperature inter-mole
cular movement would stop," and that after that, .Matter. would 
remain with all the "properties of inertia and of weight." 

Again, Mr. Crookes says: "The space·coverccf l>y the motion 
of molecules ha's no: more right to be called Matter than the ak 
traversed by a rifle-bullet can be called lend.'' No doubt this is 
true; but it implies what is not true, that the common idea of 
Matter is nothing but "the space covered by the moti<lll of 
molecules.''· The popular ideas attached to words of primary 
significance may not be always adequate or complete. But in 
my opinion they are generally much more near the truth and 
more accurately represent the truth, than most of the phrases 
which scientbts are now inventing in the region of transcendental 
physics. 

These phrases have their value and their interest as represent· 
ing special and partial aspects of phenomena. D11t 1 hold tha.t 
the unconscious metaphysics of human speech nrc often the 
deepest and truest interpretations of the ultimate facts of nature. 

June 20 ARGYLL 

The Fine Wire Telephone 

I HAn: just read in NATURE, vol. xxii. p. 138, nn abstract of 
the FN,·t:..:ding.r of the Royal Society of London, giving an 
w:count of a new form of telephone receiver devised by Mr. 
Preece. 

It happcm, very curiously, that I was led independently to 
construct a practically identical instrument, with which I have 
been experimenting for some time in the laboratory of my 
colleague, Prof. Tait, and which wns exhibited in action at the 
last meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, before I w.:u; 
aware of 1\lr. Preece's invention. 

The experiments of Mr. Preece and myself have been to a 
con;idcrablc extent anticipated by some results given in a paper 
by Dr. Ferguson (Froc. R. S. E., 1877-78, pp. 628 d Utf'f·), of 
which I was unaware when I made my own experiments. 

It is true that Dr. Ferguson has not applied his apparatus to 
the transmission of music or of articulate sounds, :as has been 
done hy 1\fr, Preece and myself; but he made the practically 
very important step of attaching a mechanical telephone to the 
wire which conveys the varying current, and has thuo rendered 
the obcrvation of De la Rive's sounds in iron an<l other metals 
both easy and certain. 

In Dr. Ferflson's paper will also be found a most important 
rc;ull, which have verified since he drew my attention to it, 
viz., that sounds can be produced in fine wires generally by in
duction currents of very fccl>le total heating cifcct. 

As to the theory of the action of thi' new kind of receiver, I 
agree with r. Preece that in weakly metals generally 
it is due to heating effects. I had been dbcussing with Mr. 
Blyth the theory of his receiver (clescribc<l iu NATURE, vol. xix, 
p. 72), and it wa,; as an illustration of the explanation of all 
kinds of microphone receivers, suggested by his beautiful ex peri-
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